
Mail: Social Relationships
Sibling Mail: Social Relationships Module

OVERVIEW

This module, although replicating some portions of the 2005 mail survey’s

Social Relationships section, features significant additions. Items focusing on

whether or not the participant feels they have someone they can share their

private feelings with, the types of help and support they have given and/or

received from people other than a spouse in the past month, and perceptions of

who - other than a spouse - they could ask for specified situational help have

been retained from the 2005 survey. Complementing these emphases are items

ascertaining the participant’s use of personal vehicles and/or public

transportation to get from place to place, their reliance on unpaid help from

friends or family members - and corresponding concerns about burdening them -

their worries about aging and old age, difficulties they encountered while

caring for a person identified during the in-person CAPI interview’s Care

Giving Module, and their overall reactions to caring for that person. 

See also the CAPI administered Care Giving Module. If the participant is

currently providing unpaid personal care to anyone, they will be asked to focus

on the person who requires the most care during the Social Relationships

section of the mail survey. If they are not currently caring for anyone, but

have done so on an unpaid basis in the past, they will be asked to focus on the

person whom they’ve provided the most care for ever. 

BRIEF VARIABLE DESCRIPTIONS

    Variable ranges reference dataset/codebook order and are not necessarily 

    alphabetical.

    _____________________________________________________________________

    

    PV053RER-JV550RER:      Does Participant Have Someone to Share Their

                            Private Feelings With?

    

    PV301RER-PV306RER:      Availability and Use of A Personal Vehicle 

                            and/or Public Transportation

                            

    PV001RE-PV313RER:       Participant’s Experiences Giving Specified 

                            Kinds of Help to People Other Than Spouse

                            

    PV025RE-PVI17RER:       Participant’s Experiences Receiving Specified

                            Kinds of Help from People Other Than Spouse

    

    PV055RE-PVI21RER:       Participant’s Perceptions of Who - Other Than

                            Their Spouse - They Could Rely on for 

                            Specified Situational Help

    

    PV440RER-PV9441RE:      Unpaid Help the Participant Receives With Any

                            Facets of Their Day-to-Day Activities

    

    PV441RER:               Participant’s Relationship to the Person Who

                            Provides the Type of Unpaid Help They Need

                            Most
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    PV442RER-PV444RER:      Participant’s Concerns About Burdening the

                            Person Who Provides Them With the Type of

                            Unpaid Help They Need Most 

    

    PV445RER-PV448RER:      Participant’s Worries About Needing Help from 

                            Others as They Grow Older

    PV450RER-PV903RER:      Has a Person the Participant Provides/Provided

                            Unpaid Care for Been Identified as the Subject

                            of Further Surveying on the Difficulties/

                            Benefits of Caregiving?

    

    PV451RER-PV463RER:      Difficulties Participant Experienced While 

                            Providing Unpaid Care for Someone

    

    PV464RER-PV472RER:      Benefits Participant Experienced While 

                            Providing Unpaid Care for Someone

pv053rer: Is there a person in your family with whom you can really

share your very private feelings and concerns?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc1

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 59 70 129 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 1 2 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-1 DON’T KNOW 0 1 1 

1 YES 1154 1302 2456 

2 NO 203 185 388 

pv054rer: Is there a friend outside your family with whom you can really

share your very private feelings and concerns?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc2
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 77 75 152 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 1 2 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 YES 714 1120 1834 

2 NO 625 363 988 

pv550rer: About how many close friends and close relatives do you have

(people you feel at ease with and can talk to about what is on your mind)?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc2, y_soc2a, y_soc2anwr, y_sc2anw3r

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 557 352 909 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 1 2 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV054RER = 2)

128 86 214 

-1 DON’T KNOW 0 1 1 

1 - 3 280 328 608 

4 - 5 208 365 573 

6 - 10 186 329 515 

11 - 200 57 97 154 
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Note: If the participant’s answer included decimals or fractions, it has been rounded up to the nearest
integer number of close friends/relatives. 

pv301rer: Are you able to drive?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc3

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 52 60 112 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 2 3 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 YES 1338 1416 2754 

2 NO 31 75 106 

3 HAVE NEVER DRIVEN 1 13 14 

pv302rer: Have you driven a car in the past month?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc3, y_soc3a

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 56 55 111 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV301RER = 2 OR 3)

32 89 121 

1 YES 1323 1385 2708 

2 NO 12 37 49 
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pv303rer: Do you have a car available to use when you need one?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc3, y_soc3b

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 59 53 112 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 1 2 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV301RER = 2 OR 3)

32 89 121 

1 YES 1320 1410 2730 

2 NO 11 13 24 

pv304rer: When you drive, do you only drive to nearby places, or do you

also drive on longer trips?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc3, y_soc3c

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 59 60 119 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 1 2 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV301RER = 2 OR 3)

32 89 121 

1 ONLY TO NEARBY PLACES 100 319 419 

2 TO NEARBY PLACES AND ON LONGER TRIPS 1231 1097 2328 
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pv305rer: Are you within walking distance to public transportation such

as a city bus or a subway system?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc4

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 52 55 107 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 1 2 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-1 DON’T KNOW 29 38 67 

1 YES 428 425 853 

2 NO 913 1047 1960 

pv306rer: In the past 30 days, about how often have you used public 

transportation?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc5

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 51 55 106 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 2 2 4 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NEVER 1279 1425 2704 

2 ONCE OR TWICE 63 62 125 

3 ALMOST ONCE A WEEK 15 13 28 

4 ALMOST EVERY DAY 13 9 22 
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pv001re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one

other than a spouse needed help with transportation, errands or 

shopping?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_a

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 140 171 311 

1 YES 671 680 1351 

2 NO 612 716 1328 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
to indicate that no one other than a spouse needed help in the past month, the participant would have had
to check a box signifying "none of these people needed help". When using this variable, take heed: it is
entirely plausible that a participant who checked the box it was based on also checked others for providing
help (even though doing so is not entirely logical). 

pv003re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a son or daughter who is 19 or older with transportation, errands

or shopping?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_b

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 140 171 311 

1 YES 225 258 483 

2 NO 1058 1138 2196 
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Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv004re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a parent with transportation, errands or shopping?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_c

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 140 171 311 

1 YES 53 75 128 

2 NO 1230 1321 2551 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv005re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a brother or sister with transportation, errands or shopping?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_d

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 140 171 311 

1 YES 53 69 122 

2 NO 1230 1327 2557 
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Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv101rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a grandchild with transportation, errands or shopping?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_e

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 140 171 311 

1 YES 155 190 345 

2 NO 1128 1206 2334 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv006re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped another relative with transportation, errands or shopping?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_f

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 140 171 311 

1 YES 81 73 154 

2 NO 1202 1323 2525 
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Note: By "another relative," we mean one other than a child, parent, sibling, or grandchild. 
Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv002re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a friend, neighbor, or co-worker with transportation, errands or 

shopping?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_g

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 140 171 311 

1 YES 267 333 600 

2 NO 1016 1063 2079 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv310rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a member of their religious community with transportation,

errands or shopping?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_h
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 140 171 311 

1 YES 79 94 173 

2 NO 1204 1302 2506 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv007re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one

other than a spouse needed help with housework, yard work, repairs or

other work around the home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_i

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 159 224 383 

1 YES 756 931 1687 

2 NO 508 412 920 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
to indicate that no one other than a spouse needed help in the past month, the participant would have had
to check a box signifying "none of these people needed help". When using this variable, take heed: it is
entirely plausible that a participant who checked the box it was based on also checked others for providing
help (even though doing so is not entirely logical). 
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pv009re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a son or daughter who is 19 or older with housework, yard work,

repairs or other work around the home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_j

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 159 224 383 

1 YES 218 207 425 

2 NO 1046 1136 2182 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv010re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a parent with housework, yard work, repairs or other work

around the home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_k

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 159 224 383 

1 YES 46 41 87 

2 NO 1218 1302 2520 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
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if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv011re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a brother or sister with housework, yard work, repairs or other

work around the home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_l

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 159 224 383 

1 YES 43 34 77 

2 NO 1221 1309 2530 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv102rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a grandchild with housework, yard work, repairs or other work

around the home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_m

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 159 224 383 

1 YES 28 32 60 

2 NO 1236 1311 2547 
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Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv012re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped another relative with housework, yard work, repairs or other

work around the home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_n

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 159 224 383 

1 YES 72 38 110 

2 NO 1192 1305 2497 

Note: By "another relative," we mean one other than a child, parent, sibling, or grandchild. 
Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv008re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a friend, neighbor, or co-worker with housework, yard work,

repairs or other work around the home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_o
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 159 224 383 

1 YES 251 147 398 

2 NO 1013 1196 2209 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv311rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a member of their religious community with housework, yard

work, repairs or other work around the home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_p

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 159 224 383 

1 YES 42 17 59 

2 NO 1222 1326 2548 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 
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pv013re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one

other than a spouse needed advice, encouragement, moral or emotional 

support?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_q

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 126 120 246 

1 YES 393 264 657 

2 NO 904 1183 2087 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
to indicate that no one other than a spouse needed help in the past month, the participant would have had
to check a box signifying "none of these people needed help". When using this variable, take heed: it is
entirely plausible that a participant who checked the box it was based on also checked others for providing
help (even though doing so is not entirely logical). 

pv015re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave

a son or daughter who is 19 or older advice, encouragement, moral or

emotional support?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_r

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 126 120 246 

1 YES 566 755 1321 

2 NO 731 692 1423 
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Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv016re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave

a parent advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_s

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 126 120 246 

1 YES 44 63 107 

2 NO 1253 1384 2637 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv017re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave

a brother or sister advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_t

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 126 120 246 

1 YES 200 344 544 

2 NO 1097 1103 2200 
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Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv103rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave

a grandchild advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_u

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 126 120 246 

1 YES 235 325 560 

2 NO 1062 1122 2184 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv018re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave

another relative advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_v

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 126 120 246 

1 YES 132 195 327 

2 NO 1165 1252 2417 
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Note: By "another relative," we mean one other than a child, parent, sibling, or grandchild. 
Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv014re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave

a friend, neighbor, or co-worker advice, encouragement, moral or

emotional support?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_w

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 126 120 246 

1 YES 423 712 1135 

2 NO 874 735 1609 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv312rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave

a member of their religious community advice, encouragement, moral or

emotional support?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_x
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 126 120 246 

1 YES 143 214 357 

2 NO 1154 1233 2387 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv019re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one

other than a spouse needed help with baby sitting or child care?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_y

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 178 208 386 

1 YES 789 774 1563 

2 NO 456 585 1041 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
to indicate that no one other than a spouse needed help in the past month, the participant would have had
to check a box signifying "none of these people needed help". When using this variable, take heed: it is
entirely plausible that a participant who checked the box it was based on also checked others for providing
help (even though doing so is not entirely logical). 
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pv021re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a son or daughter who is 19 or older with baby sitting or child 

care?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_z

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 178 208 386 

1 YES 268 285 553 

2 NO 977 1074 2051 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv022re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a parent with baby sitting or child care?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_aa

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 178 208 386 

1 YES 1 1 2 

2 NO 1244 1358 2602 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 
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pv023re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a brother or sister with baby sitting or child care?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_ab

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 178 208 386 

1 YES 6 4 10 

2 NO 1239 1355 2594 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv104rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a grandchild with baby sitting or child care?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_ac

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 178 208 386 

1 YES 228 323 551 

2 NO 1017 1036 2053 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 
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pv024re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped another relative with baby sitting or child care?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_ad

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 178 208 386 

1 YES 15 14 29 

2 NO 1230 1345 2575 

Note: By "another relative," we mean one other than a child, parent, sibling, or grandchild. 
Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv020re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a friend, neighbor, or co-worker with baby sitting or child care?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_ae

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 178 208 386 

1 YES 23 49 72 

2 NO 1222 1310 2532 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 
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pv313rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

helped a member of their religious community with baby sitting or child 

care?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc6_af

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 178 208 386 

1 YES 5 5 10 

2 NO 1240 1354 2594 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you GIVEN the following kinds
of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you GAVE each kind of help TO (other than spouse)." Thus,
if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having not
indicated they helped the person/people it refers to. 

pv025re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they did

not need help with transportation, errands or shopping (from anyone

other than a spouse)?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_a

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 108 120 228 

1 YES 1160 1144 2304 

2 NO 155 303 458 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
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spouse)." Thus, for the participant to indicate they did not need help from anyone other than a spouse in
the past month, they would have had to check a box signifying "help not needed". When using this
variable, take heed: it is entirely plausible that a participant who checked the box it was based on also
checked others for receiving help (even though doing so is not entirely logical). 

pv026re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one

(other than a spouse) was available to help with transportation, errands

or shopping?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_b

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 108 120 228 

1 YES 4 8 12 

2 NO 1311 1439 2750 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant checked the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having indicated that no one was available to help. When using this variable, take heed: it is entirely
plausible that a participant who checked the box it was based on also checked others for receiving help
(even though doing so is not entirely logical). 

pv028re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with transportation, errands or shopping from a son or

daughter who is 19 or older?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_c
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 108 120 228 

1 YES 86 187 273 

2 NO 1229 1260 2489 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv029re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with transportation, errands or shopping from a parent?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_d

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 108 120 228 

1 YES 4 0 4 

2 NO 1311 1447 2758 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv030re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with transportation, errands or shopping from a brother or 

sister?
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Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_e

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 108 120 228 

1 YES 16 46 62 

2 NO 1299 1401 2700 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv105rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with transportation, errands or shopping from a 

grandchild?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_f

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 108 120 228 

1 YES 14 23 37 

2 NO 1301 1424 2725 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 
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pv031re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with transportation, errands or shopping from another 

relative?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_g

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 108 120 228 

1 YES 19 27 46 

2 NO 1296 1420 2716 

Note: By "another relative," we mean one other than a child, parent, sibling, or grandchild. 
Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv027re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with transportation, errands or shopping from a friend,

neighbor, or co-worker?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_h

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 108 120 228 

1 YES 55 97 152 

2 NO 1260 1350 2610 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
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kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv314rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with transportation, errands or shopping from a member

of their religious community?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_i

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 108 120 228 

1 YES 16 20 36 

2 NO 1299 1427 2726 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv032re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they did

not need help with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around

the house (from anyone other than a spouse)?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_j

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 105 130 235 

1 YES 979 913 1892 

2 NO 339 524 863 
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Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, for the participant to indicate they did not need help from anyone other than a spouse in
the past month, they would have had to check a box signifying "help not needed". When using this
variable, take heed: it is entirely plausible that a participant who checked the box it was based on also
checked others for receiving help (even though doing so is not entirely logical). 

pv033re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one

(other than a spouse) was available to help with housework, yard work,

repairs or other work around the house?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_k

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 105 130 235 

1 YES 16 38 54 

2 NO 1302 1399 2701 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant checked the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having indicated that no one was available to help. When using this variable, take heed: it is entirely
plausible that a participant who checked the box it was based on also checked others for receiving help
(even though doing so is not entirely logical). 

pv035re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around

the house from a son or daughter who is 19 or older?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_l
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 105 130 235 

1 YES 190 297 487 

2 NO 1128 1140 2268 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv036re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around

the house from a parent?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_m

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 105 130 235 

1 YES 1 0 1 

2 NO 1317 1437 2754 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 
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pv037re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around

the house from a brother or sister?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_n

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 105 130 235 

1 YES 16 32 48 

2 NO 1302 1405 2707 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv106rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around

the house from a grandchild?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_o

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 105 130 235 

1 YES 40 82 122 

2 NO 1278 1355 2633 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
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spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv038re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around

the house from another relative?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_p

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 105 130 235 

1 YES 28 31 59 

2 NO 1290 1406 2696 

Note: By "another relative," we mean one other than a child, parent, sibling, or grandchild. 
Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv034re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around

the house from a friend, neighbor, or co-worker?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_q

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 105 130 235 

1 YES 121 156 277 

2 NO 1197 1281 2478 
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Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv315rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around

the house from a member of their religious community?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_r

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 105 130 235 

1 YES 12 13 25 

2 NO 1306 1424 2730 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv039re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they did

not need advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support (from

anyone other than a spouse)?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_s
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 114 108 222 

1 YES 874 596 1470 

2 NO 435 863 1298 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, for the participant to indicate they did not need help from anyone other than a spouse in
the past month, they would have had to check a box signifying "help not needed". When using this
variable, take heed: it is entirely plausible that a participant who checked the box it was based on also
checked others for receiving help (even though doing so is not entirely logical). 

pv040re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one

(other than a spouse) was available to give advice, encouragement, moral

or emotional support?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_t

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 114 108 222 

1 YES 11 15 26 

2 NO 1298 1444 2742 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant checked the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having indicated that no one was available to help. When using this variable, take heed: it is entirely
plausible that a participant who checked the box it was based on also checked others for receiving help
(even though doing so is not entirely logical). 
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pv042re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support from a son

or daughter who is 19 or older?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_u

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 114 108 222 

1 YES 205 520 725 

2 NO 1104 939 2043 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv043re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support from a 

parent?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_v

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 114 108 222 

1 YES 9 15 24 

2 NO 1300 1444 2744 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
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spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv044re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support from a

brother or sister?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_w

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 114 108 222 

1 YES 91 261 352 

2 NO 1218 1198 2416 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv107rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support from a 

grandchild?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_x

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 114 108 222 

1 YES 41 75 116 

2 NO 1268 1384 2652 
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Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv045re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support from

another relative?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_y

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 114 108 222 

1 YES 45 119 164 

2 NO 1264 1340 2604 

Note: By "another relative," we mean one other than a child, parent, sibling, or grandchild. 
Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv041re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support from a

friend, neighbor, or co-worker?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_z
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 114 108 222 

1 YES 221 478 699 

2 NO 1088 981 2069 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv316rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support from a

member of their religious community?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_aa

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 114 108 222 

1 YES 101 166 267 

2 NO 1208 1293 2501 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 
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pvi01rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they did

not need help with using a computer or the Internet in their home (from

anyone other than a spouse)?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_ab

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 142 183 325 

1 YES 920 902 1822 

2 NO 361 482 843 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, for the participant to indicate they did not need help from anyone other than a spouse in
the past month, they would have had to check a box signifying "help not needed". When using this
variable, take heed: it is entirely plausible that a participant who checked the box it was based on also
checked others for receiving help (even though doing so is not entirely logical). 

pvi02rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one

(other than a spouse) was available to help with using a computer or the

Internet in their home?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_ac

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 142 183 325 

1 YES 16 41 57 

2 NO 1265 1343 2608 
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Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant checked the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having indicated that no one was available to help. When using this variable, take heed: it is entirely
plausible that a participant who checked the box it was based on also checked others for receiving help
(even though doing so is not entirely logical). 

pvi04rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with using a computer or the Internet in their home from a

son or daughter who is 19 or older?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_ad

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 142 183 325 

1 YES 241 307 548 

2 NO 1040 1077 2117 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pvi05rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with using a computer or the Internet in their home from a 

parent?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_ae
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 142 183 325 

1 YES 1 0 1 

2 NO 1280 1384 2664 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pvi06rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with using a computer or the Internet in their home from a

brother or sister?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_af

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 142 183 325 

1 YES 16 22 38 

2 NO 1265 1362 2627 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 
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pvi07rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with using a computer or the Internet in their home from a 

grandchild?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_ag

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 142 183 325 

1 YES 42 79 121 

2 NO 1239 1305 2544 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pvi08rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with using a computer or the Internet in their home from

another relative?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_ah

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 142 183 325 

1 YES 37 47 84 

2 NO 1244 1337 2581 

Note: By "another relative," we mean one other than a child, parent, sibling, or grandchild. 
Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
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kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pvi03rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with using a computer or the Internet in their home from a

friend, neighbor, or co-worker?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_ai

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 142 183 325 

1 YES 90 95 185 

2 NO 1191 1289 2480 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pvi17rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they

received help with using a computer or the Internet in their home from a

member of their religious community?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc7_aj

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 142 183 325 

1 YES 6 6 12 

2 NO 1275 1378 2653 
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Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements: "We
are interested here in help that is not paid for. During the past month have you RECEIVED the following
kinds of help? Check the box for EVERYONE that you RECEIVED each kind of help FROM (other than
spouse)." Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as
having not indicated they received help from the person/people it refers to. 

pv055re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a

few weeks because of an emergency, they couldn’t ask anyone other than

a spouse for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_a

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 95 83 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 274 226 500 

2 NO 1048 1251 2299 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, to indicate that no one other than a spouse could provide help, the participant would have had to
check a box signifying "no one". When using this variable, take heed: it is entirely plausible that a
participant who checked the box it was based on also checked others (even though doing so is not entirely
logical). 

pv057re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a

few weeks because of an emergency, they could ask a son or daughter

who is 19 or older for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_b
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 95 83 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 730 937 1667 

2 NO 592 540 1132 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv058re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a

few weeks because of an emergency, they could ask a parent for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_c

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 95 83 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 54 47 101 

2 NO 1268 1430 2698 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 
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pv059re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a

few weeks because of an emergency, they could ask a brother or sister for 

help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_d

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 95 83 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 471 560 1031 

2 NO 851 917 1768 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv108rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a

few weeks because of an emergency, they could ask a grandchild for 

help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_e

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 95 83 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 27 35 62 

2 NO 1295 1442 2737 
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Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv060re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a

few weeks because of an emergency, they could ask another relative for 

help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_f

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 95 83 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 146 144 290 

2 NO 1176 1333 2509 

Note: By "another relative," we mean one other than a child, parent, sibling, or grandchild. 
Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv056re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a

few weeks because of an emergency, they could ask a friend, neighbor, or

co-worker for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_g
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 95 83 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 413 345 758 

2 NO 909 1132 2041 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv318rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a

few weeks because of an emergency, they could ask a member of their

religious community for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_h

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 95 83 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 90 82 172 

2 NO 1232 1395 2627 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 
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pv061re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem

and wanted to talk to someone about it, they couldn’t ask anyone other

than a spouse for help or advice?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_i

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 91 87 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 164 53 217 

2 NO 1162 1420 2582 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, to indicate that no one other than a spouse could provide help, the participant would have had to
check a box signifying "no one". When using this variable, take heed: it is entirely plausible that a
participant who checked the box it was based on also checked others (even though doing so is not entirely
logical). 

pv063re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem

and wanted to talk to someone about it, they could ask a son or daughter

who is 19 or older for help or advice?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_j
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 91 87 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 653 924 1577 

2 NO 673 549 1222 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv064re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem

and wanted to talk to someone about it, they could ask a parent for help

or advice?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_k

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 91 87 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 19 25 44 

2 NO 1307 1448 2755 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 
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pv065re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem

and wanted to talk to someone about it, they could ask a brother or sister

for help or advice?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_l

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 91 87 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 480 624 1104 

2 NO 846 849 1695 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv109rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem

and wanted to talk to someone about it, they could ask a grandchild for

help or advice?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_m

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 91 87 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 27 56 83 

2 NO 1299 1417 2716 
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Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv066re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem

and wanted to talk to someone about it, they could ask another relative

for help or advice?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_n

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 91 87 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 151 201 352 

2 NO 1175 1272 2447 

Note: By "another relative," we mean one other than a child, parent, sibling, or grandchild. 
Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv062re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem

and wanted to talk to someone about it, they could ask a friend, neighbor,

or co-worker for help or advice?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_o
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 91 87 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 543 811 1354 

2 NO 783 662 1445 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv319rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem

and wanted to talk to someone about it, they could ask a member of their

religious community for help or advice?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_p

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 91 87 178 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 288 296 584 

2 NO 1038 1177 2215 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 
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pv067re: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to

take care of themselves for a week or more, they couldn’t ask anyone

other than a spouse for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_q

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 88 84 172 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 117 76 193 

2 NO 1212 1400 2612 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, to indicate that no one other than a spouse could provide help, the participant would have had to
check a box signifying "no one". When using this variable, take heed: it is entirely plausible that a
participant who checked the box it was based on also checked others (even though doing so is not entirely
logical). 

pv069re: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to

take care of themselves for a week or more, they could ask a son or

daughter who is 19 or older for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_r
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 88 84 172 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 897 1046 1943 

2 NO 432 430 862 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv070re: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to

take care of themselves for a week or more, they could ask a parent for 

help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_s

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 88 84 172 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 8 5 13 

2 NO 1321 1471 2792 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 
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pv071re: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to

take care of themselves for a week or more, they could ask a brother or

sister for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_t

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 88 84 172 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 347 444 791 

2 NO 982 1032 2014 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv110rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to

take care of themselves for a week or more, they could ask a grandchild

for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_u

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 88 84 172 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 92 134 226 

2 NO 1237 1342 2579 
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Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv072re: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to

take care of themselves for a week or more, they could ask another

relative for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_v

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 88 84 172 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 178 194 372 

2 NO 1151 1282 2433 

Note: By "another relative," we mean one other than a child, parent, sibling, or grandchild. 
Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv068re: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to

take care of themselves for a week or more, they could ask a friend,

neighbor, or co-worker for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_w
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 88 84 172 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 440 604 1044 

2 NO 889 872 1761 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 

pv320rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to

take care of themselves for a week or more, they could ask a member of

their religious community for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_x

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 88 84 172 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 179 189 368 

2 NO 1150 1287 2437 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 
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pvi09rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up

or using their computer or the Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they

couldn’t ask anyone other than a spouse for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_y

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 399 441 840 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 69 47 116 

2 NO 949 1072 2021 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, to indicate that no one other than a spouse could provide help, the participant would have had to
check a box signifying "no one". When using this variable, take heed: it is entirely plausible that a
participant who checked the box it was based on also checked others (even though doing so is not entirely
logical). 
Note: The check box this variable was based on was preceded by the following disclaimer: "Answer only
if you have a computer in your home that you use." 

pvi11rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up

or using their computer or the Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they

could ask a son or daughter who is 19 or older for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_z
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 399 441 840 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 698 775 1473 

2 NO 320 344 664 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 
Note: The check box this variable was based on was preceded by the following disclaimer: "Answer only
if you have a computer in your home that you use." 

pvi12rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up

or using their computer or the Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they

could ask a parent for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_aa

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 399 441 840 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

2 NO 1018 1119 2137 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 
Note: The check box this variable was based on was preceded by the following disclaimer: "Answer only
if you have a computer in your home that you use." 
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pvi13rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up

or using their computer or the Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they

could ask a brother or sister for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_ab

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 399 441 840 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 108 113 221 

2 NO 910 1006 1916 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 
Note: The check box this variable was based on was preceded by the following disclaimer: "Answer only
if you have a computer in your home that you use." 

pvi14rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up

or using their computer or the Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they

could ask a grandchild for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_ac
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 399 441 840 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 153 212 365 

2 NO 865 907 1772 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 
Note: The check box this variable was based on was preceded by the following disclaimer: "Answer only
if you have a computer in your home that you use." 

pvi15rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up

or using their computer or the Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they

could ask another relative for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_ad

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 399 441 840 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 127 156 283 

2 NO 891 963 1854 

Note: By "another relative," we mean one other than a child, parent, sibling, or grandchild. 
Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 
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Note: The check box this variable was based on was preceded by the following disclaimer: "Answer only
if you have a computer in your home that you use." 

pvi10rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up

or using their computer or the Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they

could ask a friend, neighbor, or co-worker for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_ae

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 399 441 840 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 472 497 969 

2 NO 546 622 1168 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 
Note: The check box this variable was based on was preceded by the following disclaimer: "Answer only
if you have a computer in your home that you use." 

pvi21rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up

or using their computer or the Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they

could ask a member of their religious community for help?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc8_af
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 399 441 840 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 46 54 100 

2 NO 972 1065 2037 

Note: This variable stems from a check box on the mail survey prefaced by the following statements:
"Now think about persons (other than a spouse) who you feel you COULD ask for help, IF YOU
NEEDED IT. Check the box for EVERYONE that you COULD ASK FOR each kind of HELP FROM."
Thus, if the participant did not check the box corresponding to this variable, they were treated as having
not indicated that the person/people it refers to could provide help. 
Note: The check box this variable was based on was preceded by the following disclaimer: "Answer only
if you have a computer in your home that you use." 

pv440rer: Currently, do you receive unpaid help with things such as

carrying groceries, preparing meals, or doing your other day-to-day 

activities?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc9

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 95 90 185 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 1 2 

1 YES 75 144 219 

2 NO 1246 1325 2571 
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pv9440re: Please describe the kind of unpaid help with day-to-day

activities that you need most: first response.

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: PV440RER, y_soc9a, c_y_soc9a

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 108 103 211 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV440RER = 2)

1246 1325 2571 

0 NO HELP NEEDED 2 10 12 

1 CLEANING 4 20 24 

2 COOKING 15 4 19 

3 YARDWORK 11 15 26 

4 TRANSPORTATION 8 17 25 

5 CARRYING GROCERIES 2 17 19 

6 SHOPPING 3 19 22 

7 MANUAL LABOR 4 17 21 

8 OTHER 11 10 21 

9 PERSONAL CARE 3 3 6 

pv9441re: Please describe the kind of unpaid help with day-to-day

activities that you need most: second response.

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: PV440RER, y_soc9a, c2_y_soc9a
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 108 103 211 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV440RER = 2 | NO 2ND RESPONSE)

1309 1455 2764 

1 CLEANING 0 2 2 

Note: Some participants described more than two kinds of unpaid help that they need most. We will make
these additional responses available upon request. 

pv441rer: What is your relationship to the person who provides the type

of help you need the most?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: PV440RER, y_soc9b, c_y_soc9b

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 98 100 198 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV440RER = 2)

1246 1325 2571 

1 HUSBAND 0 3 3 

4 SON 9 24 33 

6 BROTHER 3 2 5 

10 SON-IN-LAW 0 1 1 

31 WIFE 1 0 1 

34 DAUGHTER 6 23 29 

36 SISTER 0 6 6 
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37 MOTHER 0 7 7 

38 GRANDMOTHER 0 1 1 

39 (GREAT) GRANDDAUGHTER 0 1 1 

40 DAUGHTER-IN-LAW 0 3 3 

47 STEP-MOTHER 0 1 1 

50 NIECE 2 0 2 

59 SPOUSE, GENDER UNKNOWN 27 28 55 

65 ALL CHILDREN 0 1 1 

73 PARTNER/LOVER, GENDER UNKNOWN 2 1 3 

77 PARENT, GENDER UNKNOWN 1 0 1 

79 (GREAT) GRANDCHILD, GENDER UNKNOWN 0 1 1 

91 FRIEND, GENDER UNKNOWN 13 13 26 

93 OTHER RELATIVE, GENDER UNKNOWN 1 0 1 

103 MULTIPLE (GREAT) GRANDCHILDREN 0 2 2 

105 MEMBER OF RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY 0 1 1 

119 CARETAKER, GENDER UNKNOWN 0 2 2 

162 TENANT/BOARDER 0 1 1 

167 MULTIPLE CHILDREN 3 6 9 

168 MULTIPLE RELATIVES 0 1 1 

174 CO-WORKER 1 0 1 

175 NEIGHBOR 4 4 8 

177 MULTIPLE SIBLINGS 0 1 1 

Note: All positive values except 1, 4, 6, 31, 34, 36, and 59 have been coded as 97 ("other") on the public
release. 

pv442rer: Currently, how concerned are you that the health of your

helper could suffer as a result of assisting you?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc9, y_soc10_1
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 85 79 164 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV440RER = 2)

1246 1325 2571 

1 NOT AT ALL 49 86 135 

2 A LITTLE 21 34 55 

3 SOMEWHAT 9 22 31 

4 VERY 5 11 16 

5 EXTREMELY 2 3 5 

pv443rer: Currently, how concerned are you that the demands of

assisting you have strained your relationship with your helper?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc9, y_soc10_2

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 85 80 165 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV440RER = 2)

1246 1325 2571 

1 NOT AT ALL 56 115 171 

2 A LITTLE 21 25 46 

3 SOMEWHAT 6 11 17 

4 VERY 2 4 6 

5 EXTREMELY 1 0 1 
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pv444rer: Currently, how concerned are you that your helper has to take

time away from other things in order to assist you?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc9, y_soc10_3

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 86 80 166 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV440RER = 2)

1246 1325 2571 

1 NOT AT ALL 30 75 105 

2 A LITTLE 27 49 76 

3 SOMEWHAT 18 21 39 

4 VERY 9 8 17 

5 EXTREMELY 1 2 3 

pv445rer: Currently, how worried are you about not being able to get

around on your own as you get older?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc11_1
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 93 89 182 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 437 322 759 

2 A LITTLE 436 504 940 

3 SOMEWHAT 316 425 741 

4 VERY 111 163 274 

5 EXTREMELY 24 56 80 

pv446rer: Currently, how worried are you that others will have to make

decisions for you as you get older?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc11_2

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 94 90 184 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 439 336 775 

2 A LITTLE 418 463 881 

3 SOMEWHAT 327 430 757 

4 VERY 112 178 290 

5 EXTREMELY 27 62 89 
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pv447rer: Currently, how worried are you about being financially

dependent on others when you get older?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc11_3

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 93 92 185 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 0 1 1 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 725 642 1367 

2 A LITTLE 312 379 691 

3 SOMEWHAT 173 233 406 

4 VERY 85 144 229 

5 EXTREMELY 29 68 97 

pv448rer: Currently, how worried are you that you will have to live with

your adult children when you get older?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc11_4
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 109 117 226 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 3 4 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

1 NOT AT ALL 784 712 1496 

2 A LITTLE 278 336 614 

3 SOMEWHAT 150 207 357 

4 VERY 58 123 181 

5 EXTREMELY 37 61 98 

pv450rer: Has a person the Participant provides or provided unpaid care

for been identified as the subject of further surveying on the difficulties

and benefits of caregiving?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12a

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

1 YES 726 992 1718 

2 NO 691 568 1259 

Note: During the Caregiving Module of the CAPI interview, the participant was asked about people for
whom they currently provide or previously provided unpaid care. If the participant reported providing
unpaid care to someone at any point in time, a name was written into the instructions on pages 52 and 53
of the Social Relationships section of the mail survey (covered by variables PV451RER-PV472RER
below). For participants who reported currently providing unpaid personal care to someone, the name of
the person who currently requires the most care was written in. For participants not currently caring for
anyone, but who reported providing unpaid care in the past, the name of the person who required the most
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care ever was written in. If the participant did not report ever caring for anyone on an unpaid basis, pages
52 and 53 were crossed out and variables PV451RER-PV472RER have been assigned values of "-2" and
coded as inappropriate. For more information about the recipient of the participant’s care selected as the
subject of further surveying in the mail questionnaire (if applicable), see variables PV901RER-PV903RER
below. 

pv901rer: Type of recipient of Participant’s unpaid care selected as the

subject of further surveying on the difficulties and benefits of caregiving.

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: PV450RER, y_carlbl, y_zrelm, y_zrel, y_z902b, y_z902c, y_z902e, y_z894f

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

691 568 1259 

1
CURRENT RECIPIENT (OF MULTIPLE) WHO REQUIRES
MOST CARE

106 134 240 

2 SOLE CURRENT RECIPIENT OF CARE 245 298 543 

3
PAST RECIPIENT WHO REQUIRED MOST CARE EVER
(NO CURRENT RECIPIENTS)

375 560 935 

Note: During the Caregiving Module of the CAPI interview, the participant was asked about people for
whom they currently provide or previously provided unpaid care. If the participant reported providing
unpaid care to someone at any point in time, a name was written into the instructions on pages 52 and 53
of the Social Relationships section of the mail survey (covered by variables PV451RER-PV472RER
below). For participants who reported currently providing unpaid personal care to someone, the name of
the person who currently requires the most care was written in. For participants not currently caring for
anyone, but who reported providing unpaid care in the past, the name of the person who required the most
care ever was written in. If the participant did not report ever caring for anyone on an unpaid basis, pages
52 and 53 were crossed out and variables PV451RER-PV472RER have been assigned values of "-2" and
coded as inappropriate. For more information about the recipient of the participant’s care selected as the
subject of further surveying in the mail questionnaire (if applicable), see variables PV902RER and
PV903RER below. 
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pv902rer: Relationship of Participant to recipient of unpaid care selected

as the subject of further surveying on the difficulties and benefits of 

caregiving.

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: PV450RER, PV901RER, y_z902c, c_y_z902c, y_z902e, c_y_z902e, y_z894f, 
c_y_z894f

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 0 2 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

703 574 1277 

1 HUSBAND 0 225 225 

2 FORMER HUSBAND 0 5 5 

3 MALE PARTNER/LOVER 2 1 3 

4 SON 26 15 41 

6 BROTHER 17 19 36 

7 FATHER 46 42 88 

9 (GREAT) GRANDSON 5 8 13 

10 SON-IN-LAW 2 2 4 

11 BROTHER-IN-LAW 7 5 12 

13 FATHER-IN-LAW 24 19 43 

15 STEP-SON 2 2 4 

16 STEP-BROTHER 1 0 1 

17 STEP-FATHER 0 2 2 

19 UNCLE 0 4 4 

20 NEPHEW 2 0 2 

21 MALE FRIEND 11 5 16 
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23 OTHER MALE RELATIVE 1 0 1 

25 OTHER MALE NON-RELATIVE 3 1 4 

31 WIFE 138 0 138 

32 FORMER WIFE 4 0 4 

33 FEMALE PARTNER/LOVER 3 0 3 

34 DAUGHTER 26 44 70 

36 SISTER 10 36 46 

37 MOTHER 139 263 402 

38 GRANDMOTHER 1 2 3 

39 (GREAT) GRANDDAUGHTER 3 7 10 

40 DAUGHTER-IN-LAW 0 2 2 

41 SISTER-IN-LAW 10 10 20 

43 MOTHER-IN-LAW 64 50 114 

44 FORMER MOTHER-IN-LAW 0 1 1 

45 STEP-DAUGHTER 1 0 1 

47 STEP-MOTHER 1 2 3 

49 AUNT 16 13 29 

50 NIECE 1 1 2 

51 FEMALE FRIEND 7 34 41 

53 OTHER FEMALE RELATIVE 2 0 2 

54 OTHER FEMALE FORMER RELATIVE 0 1 1 

55 OTHER FEMALE NON-RELATIVE 1 5 6 

56 FEMALE WARD 0 1 1 

61 BOTH PARENTS 0 3 3 

73 PARTNER/LOVER, GENDER UNKNOWN 3 4 7 

79 (GREAT) GRANDCHILD, GENDER UNKNOWN 0 3 3 

90 SOMEONE’S FIRST NAME, RELATIONSHIP UNKNOWN 0 1 1 

91 FRIEND, GENDER UNKNOWN 89 111 200 
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95 OTHER NON-RELATIVE, GENDER UNKNOWN 9 10 19 

103 MULTIPLE (GREAT) GRANDCHILDREN 1 1 2 

104 MULTIPLE RECIPIENTS 2 0 2 

105 MEMBER OF RELIGIOUS COMMUNITY 3 4 7 

107 MULTIPLE CAREGIVERS, FRIENDS 2 2 4 

109 SPOUSE’S AUNT 6 3 9 

110 SPOUSE’S UNCLE 2 2 4 

111 ALL (GREAT) GRANDCHILDREN 1 0 1 

114 COUSIN 12 4 16 

115 SPOUSE’S COUSIN 0 1 1 

143 MOTHER OF PARTNER/LOVER 1 3 4 

164 EMPLOYER 0 1 1 

168 MULTIPLE RELATIVES 0 1 1 

175 NEIGHBOR 7 3 10 

Note: During the Caregiving Module of the CAPI interview, the participant was asked about people for
whom they currently provide or previously provided unpaid care. If the participant reported providing
unpaid care to someone at any point in time, a name was written into the instructions on pages 52 and 53
of the Social Relationships section of the mail survey (covered by variables PV451RER-PV472RER
below). For participants who reported currently providing unpaid personal care to someone, the name of
the person who currently requires the most care was written in. For participants not currently caring for
anyone, but who reported providing unpaid care in the past, the name of the person who required the most
care ever was written in. If the participant did not report ever caring for anyone on an unpaid basis, pages
52 and 53 were crossed out and variables PV451RER-PV472RER have been assigned values of "-2" and
coded as inappropriate. For more information about the recipient of the participant’s care selected as the
subject of further surveying in the mail questionnaire (if applicable), see variables PV901RER and
PV903RER. 

pv903rer: Child or sibling roster ID number of recipient of Participant’s

unpaid care selected as the subject of further surveying on the difficulties

and benefits of caregiving.

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: PV450RER, PV902RER, y_z898na, y_z898nb, y_z898nam, y_z898nbm
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 1 0 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1 | RECIPIENT NOT
CHILD/SIBLING OR ID NOT ASCERTAINED)

1338 1446 2784 

-1 DON’T KNOW 0 3 3 

101 17 20 37 

102 17 16 33 

103 10 10 20 

104 4 7 11 

105 2 1 3 

106 2 3 5 

107 0 1 1 

108 0 1 1 

301 10 17 27 

302 4 12 16 

303 8 6 14 

304 2 6 8 

305 0 4 4 

306 1 3 4 

307 0 2 2 

308 1 0 1 

309 0 1 1 

310 0 1 1 

Note: During the Caregiving Module of the CAPI interview, the participant was asked about people for
whom they currently provide or previously provided unpaid care. If the participant reported providing
unpaid care to someone at any point in time, a name was written into the instructions on pages 52 and 53
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of the Social Relationships section of the mail survey (covered by variables PV451RER-PV472RER
below). For participants who reported currently providing unpaid personal care to someone, the name of
the person who currently requires the most care was written in. For participants not currently caring for
anyone, but who reported providing unpaid care in the past, the name of the person who required the most
care ever was written in. If the participant did not report ever caring for anyone on an unpaid basis, pages
52 and 53 were crossed out and variables PV451RER-PV472RER have been assigned values of "-2" and
coded as inappropriate. For more information about the recipient of the participant’s care selected as the
subject of further surveying in the mail questionnaire (if applicable), see variables PV901RER and
PV902RER. 
Note: 100s are Child Roster ID Numbers
300s are Sibling Roster ID Numbers 

pv451rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified

person, how often is/was your sleep disturbed?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12_1

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 51 77 128 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 0 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NEVER 324 376 700 

2 RARELY 170 194 364 

3 SOMETIMES 130 216 346 

4 OFTEN 34 90 124 

5 VERY OFTEN 13 39 52 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 
Note: The survey question corresponding to this variable was presented with the following prompt: "For
example: the person you care for is/was in and out of bed or wanders/wandered around at night." 
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pv452rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified

person, how often is/was caregiving inconvenient?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12_2

Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 50 81 131 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NEVER 255 333 588 

2 RARELY 166 207 373 

3 SOMETIMES 194 274 468 

4 OFTEN 43 72 115 

5 VERY OFTEN 15 25 40 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 
Note: The survey question corresponding to this variable was presented with the following prompt: "For
example: helping takes/took so much time or it is/was a long drive over to help." 

pv453rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified

person, how often is/was caregiving a physical strain?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12_3
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 53 75 128 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NEVER 349 386 735 

2 RARELY 193 258 451 

3 SOMETIMES 102 201 303 

4 OFTEN 20 49 69 

5 VERY OFTEN 6 23 29 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 
Note: The survey question corresponding to this variable was presented with the following prompt: "For
example: lifting in and out of a chair; effort or concentration is/was required." 

pv454rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified

person, how often is/was caregiving confining?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12_4
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 57 76 133 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NEVER 276 322 598 

2 RARELY 187 208 395 

3 SOMETIMES 146 255 401 

4 OFTEN 40 90 130 

5 VERY OFTEN 17 41 58 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 
Note: The survey question corresponding to this variable was presented with the following prompt: "For
example: helping restricts/restricted your free time or you cannot/could not go visiting." 

pv455rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified

person, how often do/did you have to make daily adjustments?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12_5
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 54 75 129 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 1 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NEVER 184 205 389 

2 RARELY 201 250 451 

3 SOMETIMES 209 283 492 

4 OFTEN 57 123 180 

5 VERY OFTEN 17 55 72 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 
Note: The survey question corresponding to this variable was presented with the following prompt: "For
example: helping has disrupted your routine; there has been/was no privacy." 

pv456rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified

person, how often do/did you have to make changes in personal plans?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12_6
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 53 74 127 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NEVER 231 254 485 

2 RARELY 180 221 401 

3 SOMETIMES 189 273 462 

4 OFTEN 52 107 159 

5 VERY OFTEN 18 63 81 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 
Note: The survey question corresponding to this variable was presented with the following prompt: "For
example: you had to turn down a job; you could not go on vacation." 

pv457rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified

person, how often are/were there other demands on your time?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12_7
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 55 77 132 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NEVER 211 253 464 

2 RARELY 237 234 471 

3 SOMETIMES 158 277 435 

4 OFTEN 47 102 149 

5 VERY OFTEN 15 48 63 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 
Note: The survey question corresponding to this variable was presented with the following prompt: "For
example: other family members need/needed you." 

pv458rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified

person, how often do/did you have to make emotional adjustments?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12_8
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 73 102 175 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NEVER 296 342 638 

2 RARELY 166 215 381 

3 SOMETIMES 130 200 330 

4 OFTEN 46 88 134 

5 VERY OFTEN 12 45 57 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 
Note: The survey question corresponding to this variable was presented with the following prompt: "For
example: severe arguments about caregiving." 

pv459rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified

person, how often does/did the behavior of the person upset you?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12_9
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 53 75 128 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 0 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NEVER 286 358 644 

2 RARELY 216 225 441 

3 SOMETIMES 127 220 347 

4 OFTEN 28 71 99 

5 VERY OFTEN 12 43 55 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 
Note: The survey question corresponding to this variable was presented with the following prompt: "For
example: incontinence; the person you care for has/had trouble remembering things; or the person you
care for accuses/accused people of taking things." 

pv460rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified

person, how often is/was it upsetting to find the person has/had changed

so much from his/her former self?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12_10
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 52 76 128 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NEVER 276 290 566 

2 RARELY 145 190 335 

3 SOMETIMES 167 244 411 

4 OFTEN 60 128 188 

5 VERY OFTEN 23 63 86 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 
Note: The survey question corresponding to this variable was presented with the following prompt: "For
example: he/she is/was a different person than he/she used to be." 

pv461rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified

person, how often do/did you have to make adjustments at work?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12_11
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 58 112 170 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 2 3 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NEVER 427 542 969 

2 RARELY 126 113 239 

3 SOMETIMES 79 138 217 

4 OFTEN 23 49 72 

5 VERY OFTEN 9 36 45 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 
Note: The survey question corresponding to this variable was presented with the following prompt: "For
example: you have/had to take time off for caregiving duties." 

pv462rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified

person, how often is/was caregiving a financial strain?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12_12
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 69 115 184 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 0 2 2 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NEVER 461 613 1074 

2 RARELY 116 132 248 

3 SOMETIMES 54 95 149 

4 OFTEN 17 22 39 

5 VERY OFTEN 6 13 19 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 

pv463rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified

person, how often do/did you feel completely overwhelmed?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc12_13
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 54 79 133 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NEVER 390 378 768 

2 RARELY 178 214 392 

3 SOMETIMES 75 214 289 

4 OFTEN 20 63 83 

5 VERY OFTEN 6 44 50 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 
Note: The survey question corresponding to this variable was presented with the following prompt: "For
example: you worry/worried about the person you care for; you have concerns about how you will
manage." 

pv464rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the

identified person made/make you feel more useful?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc13_1
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 61 69 130 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NOT AT ALL 44 54 98 

2 A LITTLE BIT 86 110 196 

3 SOMEWHAT 274 277 551 

4 QUITE A BIT 195 323 518 

5 A GREAT DEAL 63 158 221 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 

pv465rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the

identified person made/make you feel good about yourself?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc13_2
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 60 69 129 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NOT AT ALL 33 49 82 

2 A LITTLE BIT 101 115 216 

3 SOMEWHAT 234 275 509 

4 QUITE A BIT 209 299 508 

5 A GREAT DEAL 86 184 270 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 

pv466rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the

identified person made/make you feel needed?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc13_3
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 60 68 128 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NOT AT ALL 37 44 81 

2 A LITTLE BIT 115 105 220 

3 SOMEWHAT 220 231 451 

4 QUITE A BIT 206 328 534 

5 A GREAT DEAL 85 215 300 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 

pv467rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the

identified person made/make you feel appreciated?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc13_4
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 60 69 129 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 0 1 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NOT AT ALL 33 63 96 

2 A LITTLE BIT 106 116 222 

3 SOMEWHAT 215 226 441 

4 QUITE A BIT 210 282 492 

5 A GREAT DEAL 98 235 333 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 

pv468rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the

identified person made/make you feel important?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc13_5
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 60 72 132 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 0 1 1 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NOT AT ALL 172 227 399 

2 A LITTLE BIT 139 177 316 

3 SOMEWHAT 190 250 440 

4 QUITE A BIT 113 159 272 

5 A GREAT DEAL 49 105 154 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 

pv469rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the

identified person made/make you feel strong and confident?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc13_6
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 60 71 131 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 0 1 1 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NOT AT ALL 140 152 292 

2 A LITTLE BIT 143 153 296 

3 SOMEWHAT 189 280 469 

4 QUITE A BIT 136 220 356 

5 A GREAT DEAL 55 114 169 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 

pv470rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the

identified person enabled/enable you to appreciate life more?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc13_7
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 60 69 129 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NOT AT ALL 62 80 142 

2 A LITTLE BIT 113 113 226 

3 SOMEWHAT 189 220 409 

4 QUITE A BIT 188 267 455 

5 A GREAT DEAL 111 242 353 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 

pv471rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the

identified person enabled/enable you to develop a more positive attitude

toward life?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc13_8
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 62 72 134 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NOT AT ALL 84 115 199 

2 A LITTLE BIT 112 110 222 

3 SOMEWHAT 216 259 475 

4 QUITE A BIT 159 248 407 

5 A GREAT DEAL 90 187 277 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 

pv472rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the

identified person strengthened/strengthen your relationship with others?

Data source: Sibling Participant or Proxy      Collected in: 2011      Mode: Mail
Source variables: y_soc12pre, y_soc13_9
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Frequencies 

Value Label Male Female Total 

. System missing - NR 3014 2774 5788 

-29 LEFT BLANK ON SAQ 62 71 133 

-27 NOT ASKED OF PROXY 6 7 13 

-4 NOT ASCERTAINED 1 0 1 

-3 REFUSED 0 1 1 

-2
INAPPROPRIATE
INAPPROPRIATE (PV450RER != 1)

694 568 1262 

1 NOT AT ALL 73 108 181 

2 A LITTLE BIT 118 114 232 

3 SOMEWHAT 205 259 464 

4 QUITE A BIT 174 244 418 

5 A GREAT DEAL 90 195 285 

Note: See PV450RER for information about how "the identified person" was selected. 
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pv007re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one other than a spouse
... 11needed help with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around the home?

pv009re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped a son or daughter
.. 12who is 19 or older with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around the home?

pv010re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped a parent with
....... 12housework, yard work, repairs or other work around the home?

pv011re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped a brother or sister
...... 13with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around the home?

pv102rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped a grandchild with
....... 13housework, yard work, repairs or other work around the home?

pv012re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped another relative with
....... 14housework, yard work, repairs or other work around the home?

pv008re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped a friend, neighbor, or
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..... 14co-worker with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around the home?
pv311rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped a member of their

... 15religious community with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around the home?
pv013re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one other than a spouse needed

........... 16advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support?
pv015re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave a son or daughter who is 19

......... 16or older advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support?
pv016re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave a parent advice,

............. 17encouragement, moral or emotional support?
pv017re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave a brother or sister advice,

............. 17encouragement, moral or emotional support?
pv103rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave a grandchild advice,

............. 18encouragement, moral or emotional support?
pv018re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave another relative advice,

............. 18encouragement, moral or emotional support?
pv014re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave a friend, neighbor, or

........ 19co-worker advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support?
pv312rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they gave a member of their religious

........ 19community advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support?
pv019re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one other than a spouse needed help

................ 20with baby sitting or child care?
pv021re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped a son or daughter who is 19

.............. 21or older with baby sitting or child care?
pv022re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped a parent with baby sitting

.................... 21or child care?
pv023re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped a brother or sister with

................. 22baby sitting or child care?
pv104rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped a grandchild with baby

.................. 22sitting or child care?
pv024re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped another relative with baby

.................. 23sitting or child care?
pv020re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped a friend, neighbor, or

............. 23co-worker with baby sitting or child care?
pv313rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they helped a member of their

........... 24religious community with baby sitting or child care?
pv025re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they did not need help with

....... 24transportation, errands or shopping (from anyone other than a spouse)?
pv026re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one (other than a spouse) was

.......... 25available to help with transportation, errands or shopping?
pv028re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with transportation,

......... 25errands or shopping from a son or daughter who is 19 or older?
pv029re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with transportation,

............... 26errands or shopping from a parent?
pv030re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with transportation,

............. 26errands or shopping from a brother or sister?
pv105rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with transportation,

.............. 27errands or shopping from a grandchild?
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pv031re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with transportation,
............. 28errands or shopping from another relative?

pv027re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with transportation,
......... 28errands or shopping from a friend, neighbor, or co-worker?

pv314rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with transportation,
........ 29errands or shopping from a member of their religious community?

pv032re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they did not need help with housework,
... 29yard work, repairs or other work around the house (from anyone other than a spouse)?

pv033re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one (other than a spouse) was
.... 30available to help with housework, yard work, repairs or other work around the house?

pv035re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with housework,
.. 30yard work, repairs or other work around the house from a son or daughter who is 19 or older?

pv036re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with housework,
........ 31yard work, repairs or other work around the house from a parent?
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pv038re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with housework,
...... 33yard work, repairs or other work around the house from another relative?

pv034re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with housework,
... 33yard work, repairs or other work around the house from a friend, neighbor, or co-worker?

pv315rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with housework,
.34yard work, repairs or other work around the house from a member of their religious community?

pv039re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they did not need advice,
..... 34encouragement, moral or emotional support (from anyone other than a spouse)?

pv040re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one (other than a spouse) was
....... 35available to give advice, encouragement, moral or emotional support?

pv042re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received advice, encouragement,
....... 36moral or emotional support from a son or daughter who is 19 or older?

pv043re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received advice, encouragement,
............. 36moral or emotional support from a parent?

pv044re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received advice, encouragement,
........... 37moral or emotional support from a brother or sister?

pv107rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received advice, encouragement,
............ 37moral or emotional support from a grandchild?

pv045re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received advice, encouragement,
........... 38moral or emotional support from another relative?

pv041re: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received advice, encouragement,
........ 38moral or emotional support from a friend, neighbor, or co-worker?

pv316rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received advice, encouragement,
...... 39moral or emotional support from a member of their religious community?

pvi01rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they did not need help with using a
...... 40computer or the Internet in their home (from anyone other than a spouse)?

pvi02rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, no one (other than a spouse) was
....... 40available to help with using a computer or the Internet in their home?

pvi04rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with using a
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..... 41computer or the Internet in their home from a son or daughter who is 19 or older?
pvi05rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with using a

........... 41computer or the Internet in their home from a parent?
pvi06rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with using a

......... 42computer or the Internet in their home from a brother or sister?
pvi07rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with using a

.......... 43computer or the Internet in their home from a grandchild?
pvi08rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with using a

......... 43computer or the Internet in their home from another relative?
pvi03rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with using a

..... 44computer or the Internet in their home from a friend, neighbor, or co-worker?
pvi17rer: Did Participant indicate that, during the past month, they received help with using a

.... 44computer or the Internet in their home from a member of their religious community?
pv055re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a few weeks because of an

........ 45emergency, they couldn’t ask anyone other than a spouse for help?
pv057re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a few weeks because of an

...... 45emergency, they could ask a son or daughter who is 19 or older for help?
pv058re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a few weeks because of an

............. 46emergency, they could ask a parent for help?
pv059re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a few weeks because of an

........... 47emergency, they could ask a brother or sister for help?
pv108rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a few weeks because of an

............ 47emergency, they could ask a grandchild for help?
pv060re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a few weeks because of an

........... 48emergency, they could ask another relative for help?
pv056re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a few weeks because of an

....... 48emergency, they could ask a friend, neighbor, or co-worker for help?
pv318rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had to borrow $250 for a few weeks because of an

...... 49emergency, they could ask a member of their religious community for help?
pv061re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem and wanted to talk to someone

...... 50about it, they couldn’t ask anyone other than a spouse for help or advice?
pv063re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem and wanted to talk to someone

..... 50about it, they could ask a son or daughter who is 19 or older for help or advice?
pv064re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem and wanted to talk to someone

........... 51about it, they could ask a parent for help or advice?
pv065re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem and wanted to talk to someone

......... 52about it, they could ask a brother or sister for help or advice?
pv109rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem and wanted to talk to someone

.......... 52about it, they could ask a grandchild for help or advice?
pv066re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem and wanted to talk to someone

.......... 53about it, they could ask another relative for help or advice?
pv062re: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem and wanted to talk to someone

...... 53about it, they could ask a friend, neighbor, or co-worker for help or advice?
pv319rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a personal problem and wanted to talk to someone

.... 54about it, they could ask a member of their religious community for help or advice?
pv067re: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to take care of themselves for a

....... 55week or more, they couldn’t ask anyone other than a spouse for help?
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pv069re: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to take care of themselves for a
...... 55week or more, they could ask a son or daughter who is 19 or older for help?

pv070re: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to take care of themselves for a
............ 56week or more, they could ask a parent for help?

pv071re: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to take care of themselves for a
.......... 57week or more, they could ask a brother or sister for help?

pv110rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to take care of themselves for a
........... 57week or more, they could ask a grandchild for help?

pv072re: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to take care of themselves for a
.......... 58week or more, they could ask another relative for help?

pv068re: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to take care of themselves for a
....... 58week or more, they could ask a friend, neighbor, or co-worker for help?

pv320rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they were sick and unable to take care of themselves for a
..... 59week or more, they could ask a member of their religious community for help?

pvi09rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up or using their computer or the
.. 60Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they couldn’t ask anyone other than a spouse for help?

pvi11rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up or using their computer or the
.60Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they could ask a son or daughter who is 19 or older for help?

pvi12rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up or using their computer or the
....... 61Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they could ask a parent for help?

pvi13rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up or using their computer or the
..... 62Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they could ask a brother or sister for help?

pvi14rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up or using their computer or the
...... 62Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they could ask a grandchild for help?

pvi15rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up or using their computer or the
..... 63Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they could ask another relative for help?

pvi10rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up or using their computer or the
.. 64Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they could ask a friend, neighbor, or co-worker for help?

pvi21rer: Did Participant indicate that, if they had a problem setting up or using their computer or the
64Internet that they couldn’t figure out, they could ask a member of their religious community for help?

pv440rer: Currently, do you receive unpaid help with things such as carrying groceries, preparing
............ 65meals, or doing your other day-to-day activities?

pv9440re: Please describe the kind of unpaid help with day-to-day activities that you need most: first 
..................... 66response.

pv9441re: Please describe the kind of unpaid help with day-to-day activities that you need most:
................... 66second response.
67pv441rer: What is your relationship to the person who provides the type of help you need the most?

pv442rer: Currently, how concerned are you that the health of your helper could suffer as a result of
................... 68assisting you?

pv443rer: Currently, how concerned are you that the demands of assisting you have strained your
................ 69relationship with your helper?

pv444rer: Currently, how concerned are you that your helper has to take time away from other things
.................. 70in order to assist you?

pv445rer: Currently, how worried are you about not being able to get around on your own as you get 
..................... 70older?

pv446rer: Currently, how worried are you that others will have to make decisions for you as you get 
..................... 71older?
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pv447rer: Currently, how worried are you about being financially dependent on others when you get 
..................... 72older?

pv448rer: Currently, how worried are you that you will have to live with your adult children when
................... 72you get older?

pv450rer: Has a person the Participant provides or provided unpaid care for been identified as the
...... 73subject of further surveying on the difficulties and benefits of caregiving?

pv901rer: Type of recipient of Participant’s unpaid care selected as the subject of further surveying
............. 74on the difficulties and benefits of caregiving.

pv902rer: Relationship of Participant to recipient of unpaid care selected as the subject of further
.......... 75surveying on the difficulties and benefits of caregiving.

pv903rer: Child or sibling roster ID number of recipient of Participant’s unpaid care selected as the
...... 77subject of further surveying on the difficulties and benefits of caregiving.

pv451rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified person, how often is/was your sleep 
.................... 79disturbed?

pv452rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified person, how often is/was
................. 80caregiving inconvenient?

pv453rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified person, how often is/was
................ 80caregiving a physical strain?

pv454rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified person, how often is/was
.................. 81caregiving confining?

pv455rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified person, how often do/did you have
................. 82to make daily adjustments?

pv456rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified person, how often do/did you have
............... 83to make changes in personal plans?

pv457rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified person, how often are/were there
................ 84other demands on your time?

pv458rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified person, how often do/did you have
............... 85to make emotional adjustments?

pv459rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified person, how often does/did the
............... 86behavior of the person upset you?

pv460rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified person, how often is/was it
..... 87upsetting to find the person has/had changed so much from his/her former self?

pv461rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified person, how often do/did you have
................ 88to make adjustments at work?

pv462rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified person, how often is/was
................ 89caregiving a financial strain?

pv463rer: While providing unpaid personal care for the identified person, how often do/did you feel
................. 90completely overwhelmed?

pv464rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the identified person made/make
.................. 91you feel more useful?

pv465rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the identified person made/make
................ 92you feel good about yourself?

pv466rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the identified person made/make
................... 93you feel needed?

pv467rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the identified person made/make
.................. 94you feel appreciated?

pv468rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the identified person made/make
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.................. 95you feel important?
pv469rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the identified person made/make

................ 96you feel strong and confident?
pv470rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the identified person enabled/enable

................ 97you to appreciate life more?
pv471rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the identified person enabled/enable

........... 98you to develop a more positive attitude toward life?
pv472rer: How much has/did providing unpaid personal care for the identified person

........... 99strengthened/strengthen your relationship with others?
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